3 For example, rational choice theory has been extensively criticized for its focus on selfinterest, neglect of values, and for its neglect of the plurality (and often incommensurability) of human goals (see, e.g., Sen 1977; Nussbaum 1997; Nelson 2006) ; cost-benefit analyses for their failure to take into account the fact that costs and benefits are differentially distributed, with some paying the lion"s share of the costs, and others reaping the lion"s share of the benefits (see, e.g., Broome 2001); for the very effort 5 One problem that he does not discuss is that efforts to exercise precaution will, if successful, by definition appear in retrospect as having been unnecessary. That is to say, they will be particularly vulnerable to the cognitive bias that comes with hindsight: they will seem not to have been needed just because their effect was to avoid the feared catastrophe. Taleb gives the example of the recommendation that might have been made prior to 9/11, and might even have been taken seriously -namely, to impose locks on cockpit doors. That person, Taleb writes, "gets no statues in public squares, not so much as a quick mention of his contribution in his obituary. "Joe Smith, who helped avoid the disaster of 9/11, died of complications of liver disease."Seeing how superfluous his measure was, and how it squandered resources, the public, with great help from airline pilots, might well boot him out of office. 
